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“When snow falls, it absorbs the sound waves.”
 - Bernadette Woods Placky

Meteorologist and Director of Climate Central’s Climate Matters Program

Fresh snowfall provides nature’s purest 
acoustics. Snowsound mimics that fresh 
snowfall and creates that same pure 
acoustics for interiors. Like snow, 
our panels have varying densities, 
which allows them to absorb all 
sound frequencies. Plus, our panels 
specifically target the frequencies of 
human speech, which is the biggest 
source of indoor noise. 

Snowsound offers the only products 
on the market that absorb 100% of 
sound waves while also balancing and 
correcting the sound creating comfort 
and better spaces. Science has shown 
that improved acoustics helps us 
work, learn, heal at our best, reduces 
stress, and enhances well-being.

Want the best from your people? 
Give them the best acoustics with 
Snowsound. Simply superior sound 
absorption.











“We really liked the
design and elegant look 

of the Snowsound
Baffle and the Charcoal 

Gray color was the
perfect match to the
color palette. After

installation, there was
an instant change with

the Snowsound panels.”
~ Eduardo C. Melgar | Design Principal





“In today’s workplace
acoustic consideration is 

more important than ever.
The Snowsound drapery 
allowed us to achieve the
open collaborative zones
while helping to migrate

noise concerns for the
adjacent work areas”

~ Steven Burgos | Gensler Designer











Snowsound. Nothing Works Better.

Absorbs 100% of excess noise and reverberation

Absorbs 94% of human speech frequencies—the 
main source of noise in interior spaces

Creates balanced sound and pure acoustic comfort

Performs better using less material than a Felt/PET

Costs less, often on a costs per square foot basis 
and virtually always on a cost per solution basis

Available in the highest-performing acoustic textiles 
and panels in the world
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